
 

All Roblox Dll Scripts

what you could see on the video is not a video of me, but of a friend of mine who showed me how this can be done. this is because he is the one who does not want his name on the internet. since then, there have been hundreds of videos made and the same technique used for over a year now. this method is very popular and has been for over a year. it had been only been two years since roblox discontinued rpc-dm support. before this, a user could script with their own dm code directly in games. this was the primary means of scripting because the client side was not widely modified. although roblox has improved
since the initial release of the lua compiler there is still a lot of work to be done. obfuscation that makes it impossible to understand a users inputs without the help of an interpreter makes it impossible to easily write an exploit. using a dll (dynamic link library) removes this problem because you only need to know how to invoke the function. my work on this started with the original hack of a custom dll and ended up being a fully functioning script that is ready to download. it does require manual settings and is not completely safe but is proven to work. its still a work in progress and is proof of concept. a rewritten

version of this currently runs on ludum dare, it should be ready to go when we lock the game. however i have added the ability to run this without making use of the game itself. this allows anyone to run the script. the gui allows the user to make their own settings and should become more detailed as the tools improve. however the default settings work for the most part. theres also a built-in impulse bot and an aimbot that utilizes the original aimbot vm. it also includes an esp and spawn xpm
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